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design Rodolfo Dordoni
2009

Twenty years after the birth of Lumiere, one 
of Foscarini’s most famous products, Lumiere 
XXL and XXS are born. A product that has been 
completely redesigned, according to its new 
proportions and to its specific use compared to 
the “historical” Lumiere. The tripod is still made 
of metal but has a more decisive feel and a new 
lacquered finish, while the blown glass diffuser 
has also acquired a new geometry.
When placed on a desk or table, Lumiere XXL 
and XXS characterise the entire space around 
it, by combining different colours for the tripod 

and the diffuser, so that it changes both style 
and personality.
All black or all white, white and gold, black 
and gold or white and black… it always has a 
balanced, elegant presence that is important 
but never ostentatious and is based on the 
contrast between hot and cold and between the 
technology of metal and the craftsmanship of 
blown glass.
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Description
Table lamp with direct and diffused light. Hand-
blown cased glass diffuser, white on the inside 
and coloured on the outside, with glossy finish. 
Die cast aluminium base: chromed for the 
bronze version, epoxy powder coated for the 
white version. The transparent cable is fitted 
with the dimmer, for the gradual adjustment of 
brightness.
 
Materials: blown glass and lacquered 
aluminium

Colours: white, black

Brightness
semi-diffused and reflected light

Model

Lumiere XXL Weight
 net kg: 5,50
 gross kg: 7,00
 
 Packing
 vol.m³: 0,147
 n.boxes: 2

Lumiere XXS Weight
 net kg: 1,80
 gross kg: 2,90
 
 Packing
 vol.m³: 0,059
 n.boxes: 2

Bulbs
— halogen energy saver 3x48W G9

with dimmer included

Cable length

Certifications

Bulbs
— halogen energy saver 1x48W G9

with dimmer included

Cable length

Certifications

http://qr.foscarini.com/P49221EN
http://qr.foscarini.com/P49222EN
http://qr.foscarini.com/P49223EN


Rodolfo Dordoni

An architect whose work ranges across 
art direction, furnishing and lamp designs, 
exhibitions, renovations, show room and point 
of sale set-ups. Some of the most famous 
objects of italian design carry his signature.

table ceiling wall

Lumiere XXL+XXS Collection

Lumiere XXL+XXS, table
designer+collection

Go to concept site for Lumiere XXL+XXS:
www.foscarini.com/lumiereXXL+XXS
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